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Previous literature has reported theory of phase decomposition used the complex cepstrum to extract the all-pass phase from the total phase of acoustical space transfer functions. The all-pass phase is associated with the reverberant properties of two- and three-dimensional spaces. The dereverberation of acoustical signals in such spaces can be accomplished by this separation. This paper describes the results of some recent experimental studies of sound propagation in one-, two-, and three-dimensional spaces. A comparison of the expected and observed components of reverberant and propagation phase, with the results from these experiments, is presented.

Sixteen listeners judged the similarity of all possible pairs of 18 pathological voices and, in a separate session, 18 normal voices. Individual differences, multidimensional scaling was used to derive a separate perceptual space for each listener/voice set combination. These scaling solutions accounted for an average of 83% of the variance in similarity ratings for pathological voices, and 77% for normal voices. Listeners varied substantially in the acoustic characteristics they attended to when judging vocal similarity. Although all perceptual spaces included an F0 dimension, no other parameter was used by more than half the listeners, for either voice set. Listeners who shared common perceptual dimensions often differed in the way they used the same acoustic information. For example, F0 was used as a continuous dimension by some listeners, and to sort voices into groups (high- and low-pitched groups, pathological and normal groups, etc.) by others; combinations of these strategies also occurred. Implications of these results for models of voice quality perception will be discussed.

It has been reported that the primary cue for the HL tonal perception in Japanese is not the actual F0 peak location but rather a falling F0 contour. The F0 fall may be significantly delayed, resulting in the F0 peak occurring at various locations, while maintaining the overall F0 contour (level-rise-peak-slight fall). The stimuli were presented to native speakers of Japanese to determine the boundary between the categorical perception of LHH and LH. The results show that the LH sequence is more constrained than the HL in terms of temporal alignment of F0 change and the syllable boundary.